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ABSTRACT 
High-altitude solar -cell calibration was conducted during July 
and August 1967, using balloon techniques. Solar -cell modules, 
supplied by Jet Propulsion Laboratories, were flown on three 
80,000-ft flights and one 120,000-ft flight. Accurate solar-cell 
output data w a s  telemetered and recorded during each flight and 
the data delivered to JPL. This report  contains the operational 
details of the flights , discussion of instrumentation improvements 
made during the program and a tabulation of secondary temperature 
and calibration data recorded during the prograrri. 
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FINAL REPORT 
Suntracker Balloon Flights 
Flights 3042, 3043, 3044 and 3045 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1. 1 General 
Flights 3042, 3043, 3044 and 3045 were a planned ser ies  of 
four balloon flights conducted during July and August 1967, for 
J e t  Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, California, under subcontract 9 5 19 10 to JPL.  This 
contract provided for all necessary balloon flight services, in- 
cluding those required for flight preparation, functional verifi- 
cation of the flights and data acquisition systems, tracking of the 
balloon aloft by aircraft, and the recovery and return of equipment 
after its descent to the surface. Meteorological services were in- 
cluded in this contract. Balloons, helium, power supples,. antennas 
and other equipment required for the flights were supplied 
separately under purchase or der EU-3 89 512. 
This report discusses each flight in detail, describes system 
changes made preceding and during the flight operations and pro- 
vides analysis of the system discrepancies occurring during the 
program. Although the primary solar cell output data was de- 
livered to JPL at the conclusion of the final flight, the appendix 
of this report  contains secondary temperature data, calibration 
data, balloon characteristics and flight time-altitude profiles. 
1. 2 Flight Objectives 
(1) Launch and ascend to an altitude of 80,000 ft k 4000 ft, . ' . )  
three balloon systems with suntracker, solar cells, 'Zhd instru- 
mentation mounted atop the balloon; with telemetry and other 
instrumentation, and power supply mounted below the balloon. 
Launch a similar system to achieve an altitude of 120,000 f. 
6000 ft .  
(2) Telemeter altitude and solar cell data during ascent 
and during a floating period of four hours, minimum. The 
floating period shall commence before 11:OO Central Daylight 
Time (CDT) and shall be maintained until 15:OO. 
(3) Descent to surface with balloon and payload intact. 
(4) Deflate balloon automatically upon impact by firing an 
explosive cord which opens the side of the helium filled balloon 
bubble for the purpose of recovering the top-mounted suntracker 
and solar cells with minimum damage. 
( 5 )  Recover and return al l  equipment, except the balloon, 
to Litton. 
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2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
2 . 1  Flight 3042 
2 . 1 . 1  Flipht Preparations 
2. 1. 1.1 Project Personnel Assignments 
Litton personnel responsible for preparations and flight 
Project Engineer: . R. Xonlon 
Flight Leader: M. Lueders 
Instrumentation: E. Minnich 
Additional Launch, Tracking V. Schwalbe 
and Recovery Crew: R. Olson 
operations on Flight 3042 were: 
L. Nelson 
R. Dungan 
D. Harshman 
The same personnel conducted all flights on this program. 
2.1.  1 . 2  Pre-Flight Checkout 
Required repairs  and preventive maintenance were per- 
formed on all ground-station electronic support equipment. 
An air -conditioned telemetry van w a s  outfitted to house the 
ground-station equipment. 
Four significant revisions were made in the instrumentation 
payload preceding the flight program: 
e 
0 
Q 
e 
a redesigned drive circuit for the primary data 
commutator 
a new power supply configuration 
repackaging the lower payload instrumentation 
panel 
installation of slip clutches in each suntracker. 
The data commutator switch drive w a s  redesigned to improve 
commutator reliability and to reduce system current drain. 
original design used a governed dc motor driving a cam-micro- 
switch arranged to pulse a remote rotary solenoid stepping switch. 
A 3 amp pulse of 2 seconds duration was applied to the stepper at 
15 second intervals. The pulse w a s  sent to the stepper through the 
The 
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long balloon power cable. This year 's  new- design, shown 
schematically in Figure 1, uses a similar high durrent stepping 
switch but eliminates the remote motor and mechanical switching 
components. The motor previously used failed several  years 
ago in flight and the replacement motor displayed intermittent 
operation after last  year 's  program. The new driver is com- 
pletely solid-state and is located in Electronic Box #1 with the 
stepper on the suntracker mounting plate. 
transistor, with a large RC time constant at its emitter, ~ $ 0 -  
vides a 15-second time base for the desired switching rate. As 
the voltage on the 47 pf timing capacitor reaches the peak-point 
voltage of the unijunction, the transistor conducts to discharge 
the capacitor and pr6duce a negative output pulse a t  its base #2 
terminal. The negative pulse is coupled to a high current driver 
circuit that features a constant turn-on time independent of input 
pulse amplitude or duration. The two transistor driver acts a s  a 
monostable circuit in that the first transistor is normally on and 
the second normally off. A negative input pulse is coupled through 
a diode to turn the first transistor off which biases the output 
transistor on. This transistor is held on by feedback; the on-time 
is determined primarily by the 68K R..resiStor and 1 uf capaCitDr 
time constant. An on-time of 40 millisecoiids w a s  found best for 
this configuration. 
Referring to the schematic, Figure 1, a 2N1671A Unijunction 
The circuitry described above reduces average current drain 
from 400 to less  than 80 ma. However, an important consideration 
is the required peak current, since it determines battery size. 
The stepper requires a 3 amp pulse for reliable switching and 
sending this current through the long balloon cable results in a 
significant voltage drop. 
voltage drop factors were reduced to insignificance by the addition 
of a 470 0 resistor - 2000 pf capacitor charging circuit added to 
the outpus stage of the circuit shown in Figure 1. In this arrange- 
ment the large value capacitor supplies the required peak current 
when the driver output transistor is turned on. 
charges the capacitor during a comparatively long off -time. 
Maximum peak current is less  than 100 ma and average current 
drain is less than 50 ma with this circuit modification.' 
The battery pulse current capacity and 
The resistor re- 
For convenience during system and preflight checkouts, a 
manual speed-up switch was added to the Box #1 case. Depressing 
a normally open push-button causes a 2-second time base to be 
generated thereby speeding the complete 24-position data se - 
quence to 48 seconds instead of 6 minutes. This feature was 
easily included by the addition of only the switch and a single 
timing resistor selected so that when paralleled with the 15- 
second timing resistor, the total resistance is reduced to produce 
3 
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a two-second time base. The circuitry was  packaged and tested at . 
combinations of voltage and temperature in excess of those encountered 
in actual use. The circuit performed perfectly with applied voltages 
of 16 to 26 volts at internal temperatures of -20 to +160oF. 
The airborne battery power supply was  completely redesigned 
for this year 's  flights. The redesign w a s  done to reduce system weight 
and isolate several system functions. Weight reduction was desired 
to obtain an increase in float altitude to reduce the chance of operating 
below the prescribed minimum altitude. Power supply isolation w a s  
desired to reduce the possibility of electrical interference between the 
telemetry system and the beacon transmitter or the suntracker. 
packs using nickel -cadmium, lead -dioxide, alkaline -magne sium o r  
lead-acid batteries were investigated. The final battery configuration 
is shown in Figure 2. 
weight, aircraft type, lead-acid battery. Two 12-volt sections and 
a single 2-volt cell a r e  wired in series to provide power for the 
telemetry transmitter , stepping switch, heaters, regulators and 
voltage converter. A capacity of 35 ampere-hours at  26  volts is 
provided. The beacon transmitter -altitude coder is isolated and 
powered by a 24-volt pack of alkaline-manganese dioxide zinc dry 
batteries. This pack has a nominal capacity of 10 ampere-hours at 
the operating current. 
by a 30-volt alkaline dry battery pack, This pack is similar to the 24- 
volt battery except the cells a r e  rechargeable and rated at  4 ampere- 
hour capacity with a 1.-ampere current drain after 30 charge-discharge 
cycles. This pack has a nominal capacity of 10 ampere-hours for the 
initial discharge at the suntracker operating current. 
Power 
The main power source is a comparatively light- 
The suntracker is also isolated and operated 
The alkaline cells discussed here a re  similar in size and ap- 
pearance to ordinary carbon-zinc dry cells. However, they offer 
much higher service capacity and lower internal impedance. The 
chief advantage of the alkaline-manganese system lies in its ability 
to work with high efficiency under continuous or..heavy duty, high 
drain conditions where the ordinary dry cell is unsatisfactory. 
Alkaline cells contain 50 to 100 percent more total energy and under 
high current use w i l l  provide as much a s  ten times the service of 
carbon-zinc cells. Superior low temperature performance to -40" F 
is another big advantage when used on balloon flights. 
supply weight is 78 lbs compared with 108 lbs  last  year. 
Total power 
Redesign of the data commutator driver and power supply 
necessitated making many wiring changes to the lower instrument 
panel of the flight gondola. 
panel, a new panel w a s  constructed. The new panel features 
improved thermal characteristics; logical circuit, fuse and 
switch arrangement; and greatly improved appearance. 
Instead of adding patch-work to this 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of Revised Flight Power Supply 
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The two suntrackers were modified to accommodate slip-clutch 
assemblies in their elevation drive trains. The modification was 
done without major r e  -work and the initial checkout demonstrated 
satisfactory operation. 
checkout time significantly. 
passing the troublesome motor cutoff limit switches, eliminating a 
potential source of trouble. 
The 100 milli-volt on-board voltage reference circuitry w a s  
calibrated with a Leeds and Northrup Model K3 voltage potentiometer 
and Eppley Standard Cell. Voltages and corresponding subcarrier 
frequencies were similar in value to those recorded on the previous 
year's program and the voltage divider did not require adjustment. 
A chart containing actual voltages and frequencies obtained in final 
calibration is given in the Appendix, page A-5. 
channels were calibrated using a resistance decade to simulate temper- 
ature levels of 0, 20 and 40°C. 
channel designated B1 was used a s  an additional solar cell thermistor 
channel on this flight. 
resistance versus subcarrier frequency data points so that an accurate 
calibration curve could be obtained. Secondary temperature circuitry 
was checked; the commutator was cleaned, and the output frequencies 
monitored and found nominal. Modulation voltage levels from the data 
subcarrier, temperature subcarriers, and on-sun sensor were checked 
and found nominal. Again this year a motor-driven timer and a pressure 
switch were installed in the power lead of the baro-transmitter so  that 
altitude data transmission would be on continuously below 75,000 ft 
and be turned off above this altitude, except for a 2 -1 /2  minute on 
period every 10 minutes. The 7 -1 /2  minutes off time would allow 
noise-free data recording 75 percent of the time; the on time is r e -  
quired to monitor float altitude and obtain a radio direction fix on the 
system, i f  necessary. 
This modification reduced tracker se$-up and 
Installation of slip clutches allowed by- 
Primary temperature 
The primary temperature reference 
This permitted recording several  additional 
- 
As a final system check, the entire top-mounted payload was 
attached to the tracker-mounting disc and the balloon top end fitting. 
Actual balloon and parachute cables were connected and the system 
put in operation while in the sun. 
with no sign of noise or instability. 
System performance was excellent 
2 .1 .2  Field Operation 
2 .1 .2 .  1 Launch 
The initial flight of this program was cancelled on the 12th and 
13th of July due to high surface winds. 
05:30 CDT on 14 July 1967. 
attached and system warm-up began. 
out were completed and inflation began at 08:OO. 
Pre-launch activity began a t  
At 06f00 the auxiliary power supply w a s  
Balloon layout and system check- 
Inflation and final 
7 
checkout were  completed without incident and launch was  accom- 
plished at 08:35. Bubble downwind dynamic launch technique w a s  
used with the lower payload mounted on the front of the launch 
vehicle. The same launch technique was used on all flights of ~ - 
this program. 
2.1.2.2 Tracking and Recovery 
A four-man crew consisting of a Cessna 170 pilot and observer/ 
radioman, and on the ground, a truck driver and an assistant 
driver /radioman, handled the tracking and recovery. Operations 
were directed by the telemetry-control base station. Flight No. 
3042 took a southerly course during ascent to a point 5 miles south- 
west of Faribault, Minnesota at 10:19 CDT, the beginning of the 
float period. During float the system moved due west to a point 
10 miles south of Marshall, Minnesota a t  15:00, where the on- 
board flight timer initiated descent by opening a helium gas port. 
The system continued w e s t  during initial descent to a point 10 
miles from the South Dakota border a t  55, 500 f t  altitude at 16200 
hours. The remainder of descent was in a south-southeasterly. 
direction to an impact point 3 miles southwest of Adrian, 
Minnesota, at 17: 18. Touchdown was  in an open pasture and the 
recovery crew was at the site. They were able to observe im- 
pact and detonation of the balloon destruct device. 
cord destruct device opened the balloon but a light surface wind 
twisted the bubble to trap the remaining l i f t  gas before it had 
escaped. The system w a s  dragged across the pasture a short 
distance by the surface wind until the recovery crew drove up and 
secured the lower payload tothe recovery vehicle. The crew then 
manually split open the balloon to release the remaining gas and 
packed up the undamaged flight equipment. The crew returned to 
Minneapolis late that evening with all gear in  excellent condition. 
The explosive 
2. 1. 3 Flight Results 
2. 1. 3. 1 Balloon 
The balloon used on this flight was similar in diameter and 
carried the same model number a s  those used on this program 
in previous years, 
specification sheet included in the Appendix, page A-1. A load- 
altitude curve of the balloon is also in the Appendix, page A-2. 
The flight system configuration was identical to last year 's  (see 
Figure 3).  
Design details a r e  included in the operational 
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Suntracker and 
Electronics Boxes #1 and # Solar Cells 
--- 6 f t  Plywood Disc 
77 f t  Diameter Balloon for 
80,000 ft Altitude (or 200 ft 
dia. for  120,000 ft) 
'- 28 ft Parachute 
Balloon Valve Timer 
Altitude Coder 
Telemetry Antenna \ 
- Altitude Beacon Transmitter Switch Panel 
Telemetry Transmitter -. Barograph 
Voltage Regulators Battery Power Supply 
Beacon Antenna 
Fig. 3. Balloon Flight Configuration 
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Using 8 percent free lift ,  the average rate of r i se  was  762 fpm 
(feet per minute) to a float altitude of 80,000 ft. Average float 
altitude was  approximateI,y’?9,100 f t  and it varied less than piud or 
minus 1,000 f t  throughout the float period. The low altitude limit 
was penetrated at 10:09 and the system remained above 76,000 ft 
for a period of 5 hours, 4 minutes. 
2. 1. 3 . 2  Instrumentation 
A l l  components of the tracking-telemetering system performed 
flawlessly throughout the flight. 
the received data w a s  very stable and clean. There was no inter- 
ference -- even when the baro-transmitter was operating -- during 
the floating period. Al l  telemetered reference voltages were within 
plus or  minus one Hertz of their nominal frequency during the entire 
float duration. 
There were no minor discrepancies; 
The solar tracker w a s  actuated at 19, 500 ft. The telemetered 
on-sun signal indicated normal tracker operation with nearly con- 
tinuous tracker angle corrections due to balloon rotation on ascent. 
After float equilibrium w a s  attained, the on-sun sensor indicated only 
infrequent corrections, The solar cell data recorded with the analog 
record represented a positive indication that the tracker was, in 
fact, pointed directly at the sun at all times, except during brief and 
infrequent rewind periods. 
any severe shock or  mechanical abuse during any part of the flight, 
the newly installed slip clutch could not be judged on its ability to 
prevent tracker drive mechanism damage. The clutch proved very 
useful, however, during final checkout and set-up. This modifi- 
cation allowed test personnel to pre-set the elevation angle to any 
position, providing an excellent final flightline check of the tracker’s 
ability to home-in from extreme off-sun angles. 
also be easily pre-set to the approximate turn-on elevation angle 
before inflation, further minimizing the chance of a false lock-on 
during balloon a s  cent. 
fault throughout the flight. The analog record indicated that there 
were no skipped o r  missing data channels. 
steps was monitored with an electronic counter at intervals during 
the flight and found to  be within one-half second of the nominal 
switching time. 
Since tlie tracker w a s  not subjected to 
The tracker could 
The new data stepping switch drive circuit operated without 
The delay time between 
Secondary temperature telemetry (Appendix A-6) and lower 
payload instrumentation temperatures (Appendix A - 10) provided 
an interesting comparison of system thermal characteristics 
with data from previous flights. A s  expected, from the redesign 
accomplished preceding the flight, both the Box #1 and gondola 
instrumentation temperatures averaged lower than before. Although 
10 
VCO, Disc, Tracker and Box #2 thermistor temperatures were 
similar to previous data, Box #1 temperature ranged from +17 to 
+34"C compared to average temperatures of +32 to +48"C in the 
past. The lower temperature range is a direct resu l t  of reduced 
power dissipation of the data stepping switch. The graph of recorded 
lower payload temperature reveals that the maximum w a s  only +34"F 
compared to typical maximums of +80° to +100"F last year. This 
large temperature decrease w a s  the result  of repackaging the instru- 
ment panel components, adding a new heat dissipator to the panel 
and painting the entire lower payload flat white. 
that due to the improved configuration the white cardboard sun 
shield normally attached just above the gondola may no longer be 
required on future 80,000 f t  flights. 
wil l  not be flown on the next flight. 
This data indicates 
To test this theory, the shield 
11 
2 . 2  Flight 3043 
2.2.1 Flight Preparations 
The same system components flown on Flight 3042 were set  up 
for this flight. After the solar cell modules were  replaced with the 
units prepared for the second 80,000 f t  payload, the solar tracker 
was given a preliminary on-sun test. A slight increase in the 
elevation drive sensitivity w a s  the only adjustment made to the unit. 
The on-sun circuit modulation levels and secondary temperature 
circuit were tested and found not to have changed from the previous 
flight. 
be essentially the same as when checked before Flight 3042; see 
Appendix page A-5, 
Final calibration of the reference voltages showed them to 
The three separate battery sets flown on the first flight were 
tested to determine the reserve capacity. Each battery had con- 
siderable remaining capacity, indicating that the new battery con- 
figuration is satisfactory. The main power wet cells were recharged 
and the dry cells replaced and tested under load during the pre-flight 
checkout. The beacon-altitude instrument was  recalibrated and the 
timer and pressure switch device used to cut off the altitude signal 
at float altitude was checked for reuse. This timer w a s  included as 
an additional safety backup to reduce the possibility of radio 
frequency interference with the telemetry data, this’ despite the 
fact that there w a s  no interference during the previous flight. All 
pressure actuated switches were checked and, after an on-sun 
test of the entire system, it was judged ready to fly. 
2. 2 . 2  Field Operation 
2. 2.  2.  1 Launch 
Launch preparations for Flight 3043 began on schedule on 2 5  
July 1967. Balloon layout began at  06:53 CDT with wind velocity 
2 miles per hour. 
began at 08:04 and was completed a t  08:30. The system was r e -  
leased at 08:37. 
velocity-variable direction wind conditions. 
and payload release timing became more critical under these 
conditions. 
a result the lower instrument package slid off the side of the 
launch frame after release. 
vehicle without damage and without any panel switches being actuated. 
System checkout proceeded smoothly; inflation 
The dynamic launch was not smooth under low 
Launch vehicle speed 
The timing w a s  not optimum in this situation and a s  
. 
Fortunately, the box cleared the 
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2.2.2.2 Tracking and Recovery 
The system ascended on a sbutheasterly course and reached 
float equilibrium over Durand, Wisconsin a t  10:55 CDT. The wind 
at float altitude moved the balloon to the northeast over St. Paul 
and to a point 3 miles north of Rockford, Minnesota at 15:00, the 
conclusion of the float period. Descent course w a s  again south- 
east, toward St. Paul. The system crossed the heavily populated 
metropolitan area a t  low altitudes but impac€ed in an open rura l  
area 6 miles east of the downtown St. Paul  airport. The area 
was covered with high grass  and small t rees  and there was no 
damage to crops or fences. The destruct device w a s  actuated 
but the lower payload w a s  dragged several hundred feet until 
manually restrained and deflated by the recovery crew who were 
at the site within five minutes of impact. The undamaged equip- 
ment was loaded and brought back to the plant without incident. 
2.2. 3 Flight Results 
2.2. 3. 1 Balloon 
The balloon design and material were identical to that used 
on the previous flight. 
rate of rise was 580 fpm to 80,000 ft .  The rate of r i se  w a s  less  
than normal; the reason for slow ascent rate is not known. 
mum altitude was 80,000 f t  and minimum altitude was 78,500 ft 
during the float period. The flight ascended through the 76,000 
f t  level at 10:45 and remained above that level for four hours 
and thirty minutes. 
Using 8 percent free lif t ,  the average 
Maxi- 
2.2.3. 2 Instrumentation 
A s  on the previous flight, all components of the entire system 
performed flawlessly throughout the flight. 
reference frequencies did not vary more than plus or minus one 
Hertz during the data sampling period. The solar tracker turned on 
as programmed and operated properly for 7-1/2 hours The t rwker  
and its solar cell payload was not damaged on impact. Secondary 
temperature telmetry w a s  good and temperatures recorded (see 
Appendix A-7) were practically the same as on the previous flight. 
Lower -instrumentation panel temperatures (see Appendix A- 10) 
averaged 20°F higher than on Flight 3042. h/laximum temperature 
was 65"F, the average float reading was about 50°F. 
ature comparison provided an indication of the effect that the 
white sun shield has on the instrument container. From the data 
it can be concluded that the shield is no longer required over the 
revised lower panel on flights at this altitude. 
however, be used on the 120,000 f t  balloon system because of the 
reduced heat Qssipation at the higher altitude. 
The telemetered 
This temper- 
The shield will, 
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2.3 Flight 3044 
2.3. 1 Flight Preparation 
Plans were made to fly this flight at 120,000 f t  alti-tude. Equip- 
ment was  similar to that used on the previous two flights with the 
exception of a different altitude sensor and the addition of two sun 
shields. A Litton model B-58 altitude transmitter (the same unit 
used on Flight 3037, the 120,000 ft flight last year) was calibrated 
for this flight. This unit is used on flights at this altitude because 
it is capable of high resolution at extreme altitude. Variations in 
pressure-altitude as small  as 100 f t  at  120,000 f t  a r e  readable 
using this unit. 
was wired to  provide a transmitter off time of 20 sec  every 80 sec 
throughout the flight. 
The B-58 contains an internal cycle switch and 
A special sun shield was devised for .the top mounted payload 
on this flight for the purpose of reducing temperatures within the 
instrumentation boxes. A 21-inch diameter aluminum disc was  . 
cut into two half-moon sections with louvers cut into each section. 
The sections were painted a flat white color on top and flat black 
underneath. 
base plate so that each section completely shaded an instrument - 
container. The white top color w a s  selected to reflect solar heat 
while the louvers and the black underside coloring should remove 
heat from the higher temperature boxes below. 
mounting -disc normally colored gray, was also repainted white. 
The white cardboard sun shield over the lower instrument gondola 
w a s  again flown on this flight. 
The sections were mounted on the solar tracker 
The plywood 
All instrumentation was  set up and calibrated without change 
from the previous flight. 
resistor w a s  connected to replace the thermistor flown on the 
previous two flights. 
The primary temperature reference 
2.3.2 Field ODeration 
2.3.2.1 Launch 
Flight 3044 w a s  scheduled for 1 August 1967. The flight was 
cancelled two consecutive days due to a forecast of poor weather. 
On 3 August the forecast was good and the flight crew was called 
a t  the usual time. 
and did not diminish during the pre-flight preparation. Further 
weather checks were made and the flight cancelled a t  06:30 CDT 
due to high wind velocity. 
Wind velocity was 1 2  mph a t  the launch site 
Subsequent weather checking revealed 
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that a front through the area caused the wind at the launch site but 
resulted in near calm conditions only 20 miles to thc south. On 4 
August a favorable forecast was received and launch preparations 
restarted. By 
the time the system checkout was completed and inflation was to 
begin, the wind had increased to a gusty 11 mph. 
made to proceed and inflation was completed successfully by 07: 55. 
Wind velocity did not lessen but the final checkout indicated that all 
portions of the system were operating properly. 
accomplished at 08:04 in winds of 8 to 11 mph. 
Wind was 5 mph at 06:OO as  balloon layout began. 
The decision w a s -  
Launch was smoothly 
2.3.2.2 Tracking and Recovery 
This flight covered three states before it w a s  completed. The 
ascent course w a s  to the southeast until 70,000 ft over a point 7 
miles southeast of Ellsworth, Wisconsin. The upper winds moved 
the balloon west to a point 2 miles southeast of Rosemount, Minnesota 
at 10:40 CDT, the beginning of float. The system continued generally 
westward across Minnesota and about 55 miles into South Dakota by 
the end of the float period. The descending balloon continued w e s t  
another 75 miles to a position 1 2  miles southwest of Miller, South 
Dakota at 17:40. 
south to impact 9 miles southwest of Woonsocket, South Dakota at 
19:20 CDT. 
From there the balloon system moved east and then 
The impact area was an open pasture. The destruct cord did 
not actuate but the wind was light and the gondola did not drag. 
The recovery crew was at the site within five minutes, and 
observed the large balloon layover. 
little helium entrapped and the solar tracker was found upright 
and undamaged, folded within the deflated bubble. 
load was tipped on i ts  side but undamaged. The recovery crew 
returned the equipment to Minneapolis the following day. 
The balloon bubble had very 
The lower pay- 
2. 3.3 Flight Results 
2.3.3.1 Balloon 
The 200-ft diameter balloon ascended at an average rate of 
782 fpm to 110,000 ft where a timed 2 percent ballast drop was 
initiated. 
rise. Overall average rate of r ise was 759 fpm to float using 9 . 
percent free lift at liftoff. 
121,400 ft; minimum altitude was 118,500 ft during the float 
period. 
five hours and three minutes. 
to the one used in 1966 on Flight 3037. 
and load-altitude curve of the balloon are  contained in the 
Appendix, A-3 and A-4. 
The ballast caused only a slight increase in rate of 
Maximum altitude attained was 
The flight was above the 114,000 f t  minimum level for 
This balloon was similar in design 
A specification sheet= 
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The balloon destruct device did not actuate due to a break in the 
explosive cord circuit just below the actuating squib. This break w a s  
undoubtedly caused by high wind velocity during inflation. The 
balloon bubble w a s  buffeted and whipped by the unexpected wind during 
inflation but fortunately suffered no catastrophic damage. 
2 . 3 . 3 . 2  Instrumentation 
The suntracker, data cycling switch, telemetry transmitter, 
voltage reference circuitry and other primary components of the 
system performed properly throughout the flight. Despite the pre - 
cautions taken before this flight program and despite the fact that 
there was no interference on the f i rs t  two flights, data interference 
w a s  a problem on this flight. 
ference w a s  apparent on ascent and during the entire float period 
on data channels 18, 19, 2 1  and 22 only. The interference, a s  
seen on both the analog and digital data recordings, correlated with 
the on-off keying of the B-58 altitude transmitter. The interference 
was  continuous except-*hen the 20-second off period of the B-58 
occurred with the data commutator on the four affected channels. 
Digital data recording affected by this interference w a s  marked and 
can be disregarded during data reduction. 
sufficient number of good readings , recorded when the interferring 
transmitter was off, to provide an accurate record of solar cell out- 
put during the float period. The temperature telemetry and reference 
voltages were not affected. The reference frequencies did not vary 
more than plus or minus two Hertz from their nominal frequency 
during the floating period. 
temperatures recorded on this flight and those from Flight 3037 
show that the comparative data stability was improved because 
lower and more stable temperatures were maintained within the 
system. Appendix A-8 shows the maximum Box #1 and #2 tem- 
peratures to be +42"C and +48"C, respectively. On Flight 3037 the 
maximum temperatures were +67"C and +55"C, respectively. 
Appendix A - 10 shows that the lower -instrumentation temperatures 
averaged a very stable +41"F through the float period. 
303 7 this  section reached +100" F during float and increased to a 
maximum of 4-12 5°F during descent. Interestingly, the tracker 
mounted thermistor indicated a higher maximum reading on this 
flight (+65"C) than on Flight 3037 (+54"C). In contrast, the white 
tracker mounting disc reached a maximum of only +33"C compared 
to the gray disc maximum of 60°C on the previous 120,000 f t  flight. 
This data indicates that although ambient temperature at the tracker 
w a s  higher than on Flight 3037, the painting, shielding and redesign 
preceding the flight w a s  effective in temperature stabilizing the 
electronic syztems. 
The noise or  radio-frequency inter- 
There should be a 
Comparisons of secondary telemetry and lower -instrumentation 
On Flight 
1 6  
2 . 4  Flight 3045 
2.4. 1 Flipht Preparations 
System components were not damaged on the previous flight. 
Except for the B-58 altitude sensor and the ballast drop controls, 
the same components w e r e  recalibrated for use on this flight. The 
B-58 w a s  replaced by the originally used low range altitude beacon 
including the float cut-off timer a s  flown on all  80,000 f t  flights 
since 1966. The solar tracker, on-sun circuit, modulation levels 
and secondary temperature circuits required no adjustments from 
previous calibrations. Appendix A-5 shows the primary reference 
voltages to be very close to previous data and not requiring readjust- 
ment. An on-sun test of the entire system, including the balloon and 
parachute cables to be flown, was conducted at the launch site and the 
equipment w a s  judged ready to fly. 
2 . 4 .  2 Field Operation 
2 . 4 . 2 .  1 Launch 
Launch preparations for Flight 3045 began on schedule on 10 
August 1967. Instrumentation checkout and system layout proceeded 
an schedule. Inflation began a t  08:lO CDT with wind 2 mph out of the 
northeast. Inflation w a s  finished at  08:35. The system was released 
at 08:46 in light and variable wind conditions. 
w a s  similar to Flight 3043 when a rough release was experienced. 
This time, however, the launch vehicle turned sharply with the 
wind a s  the balloon bubble was released and the gondola release w a s  
precisely timed so that the system experienced no shock and ascended 
cleanly away from the launch frame. 
The launch situation 
2 . 4 . 2 . 2  Tracking and Recovery 
The balloon system ascended slowly to the southeast. 
Millville, Minnesota at 70,000 f t ,  the system turned westward. 
For the remaining ascent period and during the float period the 
system moved west to a point approximately 5 miles south of Faribault, 
Minnesota at the initiation of descent. 
south to impact 10 miles northwest of Austin, Minnesota a t  17:03 CDT. 
The lower payload touched down in an alfalfa field and although 
Over 
The descending balloon moved 
the destruct device actuated on impact the gondola was dragged about 
30 yards to a barbed wire fence where the balloon and tracker laid 
over into a soybean field. 
w a s  minor. The equipment (solar cells, sun tracker and instru- 
mentation, except for the parachute which was ripped on the fence) 
again suffered no damage. The recovery crew w a s  able to load the 
equipment, clean up the area, discuss damages with the property 
owner and return to the plant that evening without incident. 
Actual damage to the property and crops 
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2.4.3 Flight Results 
2.4. 3. 1 Balloon 
The balloon design and material w a s  identical to that used on all 
80,000 f t  flights during the last  two years. The required amount of 
helium was  calculated (gross system weight plus 8 percent) and this 
amount used to f i l l  the balloon bubble in the usual manner. The rate 
of rise was 500 fpm to 45,000 f t  and 266 fpm from there to float, 
an overall rate of r i se  of only 364 fpm. The system did not reach 
the 76,000 ft level until 12:07 CDT and remained above that level 
only three hours and eight minutes. Maximum altitude w a s  80,000 
f t  and the minimum reading was  79, 500 f t  during the actual balloon 
floating period. 
The cause of the slow ascent and resulting reduction in float 
time was investigated the following day. Helium calculations were 
triple checked and determined correct, Each of the thirty high- 
pressure tubes on the helium trailer used were rechecked for 
pressure without finding any discrepancy. A day later the helium 
trailer w a s  tested again. At this time a faint hissing sound was 
heard coming from a fitting used to couple the tubes to the pressure 
gage and to a common outlet. A pinhole leak w a s  found in this 
fitting. 
hole reduced the available system free l i f t  from the desired 8 
percent to approximately 4 percent. This would explain the slow 
ascent rate. 
It is estimated that the amount of helium lost through this 
2.4. 3. 2 Instrumentation 
A l l  telemetered data was exceptionally stable on this flight. 
Reference frequencies were again within two Hertz of their nominal 
frequency throughout the float. Radio noise interference was not a 
problem this time. Two minor telemetry problems were noted 
during the flight. A s  the flight progressed and the data w a s  r e -  
viewed, it w a s  noticed that the solar cell thermistor channel (#20) 
was indicating a constant reading although the actual temperature 
at that point would normally not be constant. The reading corre- 
sponded to an open circuit frequency; post-flight investigation r e  - 
vealed a broken thermistor lead at  the connection terminal. The 
second discrepancy w a s  excessive dr i f t  in the data recorded by the 
analog recorder. The variation w a s  not noticed in the primary' 
digital record and thus was isolated at either the frequency dis- 
criminator o r  the analog recorder. 
but both instruments w i l l  be carefully checked. before any future 
flights. 
The problem did not continue 
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The modifications made to the airborne system during the 
program were highly successful. The new power supply, solar 
tracker clutch, solid-state data switch driver, revised lower 
instrument panel, and top sun shield all helped to significantly 
increase reliability, accuracy, and stability. Specifically, the 
lighter weight of the power supply allowed all flights to  reach the 
design altitude; the solar tracker clutch reduced repair and check- 
out time between flights and reduced the possibility of an off-sun 
lockup during the flights; the solid-state driver improved reliability 
by elimination of several  mechanical devices and improved telemetry 
data accuracy and stability by reducing heat dissipation; the revised 
instrument panel and added sun shield also potentially improved 
data accuracy and stability by stabilizing airborne system temper - 
atures. 
Two discrepancies occurred during the program. Although 
all  telemetry channels were free of interference on the three 80,000 
f t  flights, radio frequency noise w a s  encountered on four data 
channels on the single 120,000 f t  flight (#3044). 
interference is known to be the altitude transmitter, but just how 
the interference affects certain data channels is not known. 
eliminate this problem in the future, if the same altitude sensor is 
used, the sensor wil l  be programmed to provide only a short trans- 
mit time with a comparatively long off time. Regardless of the 
altitude sensor used, a turn off circuit wi l l  be routinely flown on 
all flights to insure sufficient noise -free data. 
The second discrepancy occurred on the final flight when the 
The source of the 
To 
ies of flights w a s  
am. Instrument ation 
factors during this 
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The two solar trackers presently used 
damaged this year and thus are still usable 
capacity of these units could be expanded considerably by using a 
solar cell mounting plate with an area two 
than the present design, The modification uld involve remounting 
the shade seeking photodiodes, separating and adding terminals for 
additional signal wiring, and selecting and wiring a stepping switch 
capable of handling the added data channels. The present Box #1 
connector has only six extra connector pins while the tracker has 
twelve available pins. By adding another connector to Box #1 the 
system could be expanded by twelve channels to a total of 36 
channels, including 2 6 solar cell output channels. Stepping 
switches with 36 points a r e  commonly available and wi l l  f i t  the 
available space but they a re  normally long-delivery items, 
To simplify data reduction, a simple modification can be added 
to the ground station digital recorder. This modification would 
disable the electronic counter and printer during the switching time 
and allow a single reading to be printed only in the middle of the 
data sequence. Thus there would be, for example, 24 readings for 
the 24 steps. 
tion of the data now required. 
is stable enough so  that a synchronizing signal from the-payload 
would not be required. The circuitry would consist of a 13-second 
time delay capable of disabling the counter /printer. A pulse from 
the counter would be used to  rese t  the delay after one count. 
Synchronization would be accomplished manually at the start and 
up-dated as required. 
am were not 
four times greater 
, 
This would eliminate much of the human interpreta- 
The on-board switching time-base 
The digital data could be put into computer input form directly 
but the method of accomplishing this is not simple. One method 
save countless 
A major improvement in data stability could be obtained if the 
solar cell temperatures were held constantthroughout the float 
period. In fact, the float period could probably be shortened under 
these conditions. Initially, thermoelectric cooling w a s  considered, 
but the high power required is not practical with the present con- 
figuration. A much better way to maintain stable solar cell temper- 
atures would be to use a fluid boil-off system. That is, a fluid 
would be selected that changes state (from liquid to vapor) at or 
near the desired control temperature at the absolute pressure 
encountered at  the float altitude. This fluid would be'in thermal 
contact with the solar cell mounting plate so that as the plate was 
heated by solar energy to a temperature above the control point, 
the fluid would vaporize and be vented to the atmosphere. Since 
the heat of vaporization of the fluid is a constant and since the 
mounting plate would be in good thermal contact with the fluid, 
the mounting plate temperature would be held practically constant 
as long a s  the solar heating was greater than the control temper- 
ature and a s  long as the supply of fluid was maintained. 
Hardware necessary to accomplish this task should not be 
very complicated. In its simplest form, the system would consist 
of a liquid container with a non-spill vent. The container would 
be mounted between the tracker mechanism and the solar cell 
mounting plate. It would be insulated from the mechanism but 
be i n  very good thermal contact with the plate. The necessary 
capacity of the tank is not known, but can be estimated with the 
temperature data available. The design in a more sophisticated 
form may involve an auxiliary tank, a pressure tank, an auto- 
matic valve and a pressure regulator. 
in balloon-borne a i r  samplers powered by liquid/gas propellants 
would lend itself to a design of this type. 
. 
Litton's current experience 
The Applied Science Division of Litton looks forward to 
another opportunity to satisfy the requirements of Jet  Propulsion 
Laboratory in the areas  of high performance airborne mechanical, 
fluidic and electronic systems and balloon operations. 
2 1  
5.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY 
No items of new technology have been identified or reported 
during the course of this contract. 
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APPENDIX 
Flight Data 
Balloon #77-1-2 
Operational Specifications 
Load v e r s u s  Altitude 
Balloon #S F 1 9 $,?s -1 00 - NS -0 3 
Operational Specifications 
Load v e r s u s  Altitude 
\.. 
Final System Calibration 
Telemetered  Secondary Tempera tu re  Data 
Flight 3042 
Flight 3043 
Flight 3044 
Flight 3045 
Lower Payload Tempera tu re  Prof i les  
Flight T ime  Altitude Prof i les  
Flight 3042 
Flight 3043 
Flight 3044 
Flight 3045 
A-1 
A-2  
A-3 
A-4 
A-5  
A-6 
A-7 
A-8 
A-9 
A-10 
A-11 
A-12 
A-13 
A-14 
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Operational Specification Sheet 
(for 77- 1-2 balloon) 
Fabric Parameter (C) - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 0.05 
Payload (Design) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 219 lb 46 lb TOP PL 
Material (Balloon Wall and Duct) - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. 5 mil Polyethylene 
Volume (Theoretical) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 189,113 ft3 
Surface Area (Estimated) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15,996 ft2 
Deflated Length (Gore Length) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 113. 5 f t  
Lo-Duct 40 ft from base 
Location of Duct - - - - - - 10 sq f t  each 
H i-Duc t 35 ft 6 in from top apex 
Inflation Attachment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20 f t  from top apex, 233399 
Descent Valves - - 
Estimated Balloon Weight - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - One located 34 ft 6 in. from 
top apex 
185 l b  (incl. 25 lb of cable) 
Engineering Specification Sheet - - - - - - - - - - - - 234654 
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Operation Spec iiica t ion Sheet 
(for SF'-199.?8-100-NS-03 balloon) 
Fabric Parameter (C) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.40 
Payload (Design) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 245 l b  to 120, 000 f t .  
Material (Balloon Wall  and Duct) - - - - - - - - - - - I. 0 mil S. F. Polyethylene 
Volume (Theoretical) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2, 940, 000 f t3  
Surface Area (Estimated) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Not Available 
Deflated Length (Gore Length) - - - - - - - - - - - - 271 f t  
Fittings; top - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Plate Hoop and Ring- 
21 in. I.D. 
Fittings; bottom - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 in. I.D. Wedges and 
Collar 
Lo-Duct(2) 100 f t  from base 
Location of Duct - - - - - - 25 sq ft each 
Hi-Duct 235 f t  from base 
Inflation Attachment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 30 f t  from top apex 
Estimated Balloon Weight - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 755 lb  ( incl. cable) 
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Telemetered  Secondary Tempera ture  Data; Flight 3042, 14 Ju ly  1967 
Time Tempera ture  (in degrees  C) 
F r o m  
Launch * V . C . O .  Disc B o x # 1  Tracke r  Box #2 
L-1/2 h r  t 4 8  t 1 6  t 2 6  t 1 8  t 3 2  
L (08:35 CDT) 48 17 26 18 33 
L t 1 / 2  47 -8 26 17 34 
Lt1 
L t l -1 /2  
L t 2  
L t 2 -  1 / 2 
47 - 34 17 0 27 
46 -19 17 3 22 
47 1 17 17 29 
47 10 20 21  33 
L t 3  47 4 26 28 35 
L t3 -1 /2  48 7 32 31 36 
Lt4  48 4 29 32 40 
L t4 -1 /2  49 2 35 36 42 
L t 5  49 -2  37 36 42 
L t 5 - 1 / 2  
L t 6  
49 0 37 36 42 
49 7 34 36 45 
L t 6 - 1 / 2  49 13 34 37 47 
L4-7 49 -16 31 32 45 
L t 7 - 1 / 2  49 -35 26 12 41 
L t 8  t 4 7  -25 t 1 4  -12 t 2 6  
A -6 
Telemetered Secondary Temperature Data; Flight 3043, 25 July 1967 
Time Temperatures {in degrees C) 
From 
Launch v. c. 0. Disc Box #1 Tracker Box #2 
L-1/2 hr 
L (08:37 CDT) 
Lt1/2 
Lt1 
Ltl-1/2 
Lt2 
Lt2-112 
Lt3 
Lt3-1/2 
Lt4 
Lt4-1/2 
Lt5 
Lt5-112 
~ t 6  
Lt6-1/2 
Lt7 
Lt7-1/2 
Lt8 
Lt8-1/2 
t49 
49 
49 
49 
47 
47 
48 
48 
48 
48 
49 
49 
50 
50 
49 
49 
48 
47 
t48 
t21 
22 
-2 
-31 
-30 
-15 
4 
3 
5 
4 
5 
7 
6 
12 
1 
-17 
-41 
-18 
t22 
t33 
35 
31 
22 
15 
15 
19 
19 
32 
31 
29 
29 
29 
30 
36 
34 
23 
15 
t21 
t27 
28 
22 
7 
-1 
6 
18 
18 
28 
29 
30 
32 
35 
35 
34 
27 
5 
-11 
t14 
t39 
39 
37 
33 
26 
26 
31 
31 
31 
34 
37 
42 
47 
48 
42 
40 
36 
23 
t26 
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Telemetered Secondary Temperature Data; Flight 3044, 4 August 1967 
Time Temperatures (in degrees C) 
From 
Launch v. c. 0. Disc Box #1 Tracker Box #2 
L-1/2 hr 
L (08:04 CDT) 
Lt1/2 
Lt1 
Ltl-1/2 
Lt2 
Lt2-1/2 
Lt3 
Lt3-1/2 
Lt4 
Lt4-112 
Lt5 
Lt5-1/2 
Lt6 
Lt 6- 1 / 2 
Lt7 
Lt7-1/2 
Lt8 
Lt8-1/2 
Lt9 
Ls 9 - 1 / 2 
t47 
47 
47 
47 
46 
47 
47 
47 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
50 
48 
49 
49 
49 
49 
t49 
t14 
11 
-25 
-36 
-21 
-4 
9 
17 
30 
32 
30 
33 
32 
31 
23 
19 
22 
18 
17 
9 
-21 
t25 
25 
22 
14 
11 
13 
19 
23 
27 
30 
33 
36 
37 
40 
40 
42 
42 
42 
40 
39 
t39 
t15 
17 
12 
-4 
0 
11 
23 
36 
48 
55 
57 
65 
62 
62 
65 
55 
55 
54 
52 
47 . 
t39 
t29 
31 
30 
25 
22 
22 
26 
32 
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40 
44 
45 
47 
47 
48 
44 
44 
44 
47 
45 
42 
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Telemetered Secondary Temperature Data; Flight 3045, 10 August 1967 
Time 
From 
Temperatures (in degrees C) 
Launch v. c. 0. Disc Box#l Tracker Box #2 
L-1/2 hr 
L (08:46 CDT) 
Lt1/2 
Lt1 
Ltl-1/2 
Lt2 
Lt2 - 1 /2 
Lt3 
Lt3-1/2 
Lt4 
Lt4-1/2 
Lt5 
Lt5-1/2 
~ t 6  
Lt6-1/2 
Lt7 
Lt7-1/2 
Lt8 
t47 
49 
49 
48 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
47 
t46 
t12 
13 
-7 
-28 
-21 
-12 
0 
9 
22 
23 
25 
26 
25 
22 
15 
15 
-31 
t 1  
t25 
26 
24 
18 
12 
12 
15 
21 
23 
29 
34 
34 
36 
37 
34 
34 
21 
t15 
t16 
18 
17 
2 
-3 
1 
8. 5 
18 
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34 
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36 
36 
34 
34 
-7 
-4 
t30 
32 
33 
27 
25 
25 
24 
26 
31 
34 
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39 
39 
40 
40 
40 
28 
t22 
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